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W ORLD steel producing capacity is being
enlarged at an average rate of about 15
million ingot tons per year, requiring very
substantial capital investments. The difficulties of
financing such large investments, and their effects
on production costs through heavy amortization
charges, have led to extensive development work
on now processes for iron and steel manufacture.
The prospect of eliminating conventional stripper
yards, soaking pits and blooming mills (which to-
gether may amount to about 10% of the cost of
an integrated iron and steel plant) has created
considerable engineering interest in the continuous
casting of steel.
Continuous casting may be defined as teeming
of liquid metal into a short mould with a "false
bottom" through which the solidified "ingot" is
continuously withdrawn. Currently, the prc.cess is
only semi-continuous-the operation stops after each
heat from the steelmaking unit has been cast.
However, in order that the process may have wide
commercial application, it should approach a
continuous operation.
In the non-ferrous field, continuous casting pro-
cesses such as the Asarco and Junghans process for
copper and brass, and the Properzi and Hazelett
processes for aluminium are being successfully used.
Non-ferrous metals have been cast successfully because
of their lower heat contents and pouring temperatures
compared to steel. At the same time, their thermal
conductivity is much higher which allows rapid
dissipation of heat. An important difficulty in
casting steel is its erosive effect on ladle and
tundih refractories and moulds. Also, in order to
make the process economic, steel must be cast in
much larger tonnages than non-ferrous metals.
In the steel industry intensive work on continu-
ous casting has taken place only during the last
10 years, although the earliest patent was taken
out by Henry Bessemer almost 100 years ago.
About 25 continuous casting plants are in operation
today of which about half have operated commer-
cially. However, only about six may be said to
show the consistency and dependability required for
economic operation. The installed plants include
the Rossi-Junghans process at Welland (Atlas Steel)
Canada, Watervliet (Allegheny Ludlum) in U.S.A.,
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Sumitomo in Japan, Allevard in France, Barrow in
England and Nyby Brut in Sweden ; the Junghans
process at Huekingen in Germany, Terni in Italy
and Cail in France ; the 13ISRA process at BISRA's
own Sheffield laboratory, at Jessop in Sheffield, and
Charleroi in Belgium ; the Bolder process at Kap-
fenberg and Breitenfeld in Austria ; the C.A.F.L.
process in Unieux and Imphy in France ; Babcock
and Wilcox-Republic Steel plant at Beaver Falls,
U.S.A. ; and various installations, such as at Mos-
cow (Novo Tula), txorkil (Sorniovo) and Stalingrad
(Krasni, Octiyabar) in U.S.S.R. The Russians have
made important technological advances and plan to
produce by 1962 as much as 12 million tons of
ingots (about 20% of their total output ) utilising
continuous casting'. 17 continuous casting machines
are tinder installation in Russia of which three at
the Voroshilovi{k plant will east 220 tons at a
tunes.
In the following discussion the term continuous
casting has at times been abbreviated to "con-cast"
and the product of a continuous casting plant has
been referred to as an "ingot" regardless of its
cross-section, because of the cast structure.
The possible advantages of continuous
casting
While dependable and consistent operation has
only been partially attained the results to date
have established that the product quality and
yield by continuous casting are excellent. Further,
lower capital and operating costs add to the
attractiveness of the process. However, this is not
to say that continuous casting will replace conven-
tional methods-Blooming Mills will continue to be
used for mass production of large steel tonnages.
For outputs of 50,000 to 500,000 tons, continuous
casting methods are likely to find increasing appli-
cation.
Compared to ingot teeming, soaking and bloom-
ing, the advantages of continuous casting are in
the following directions
Quality
The difficulties of proper mould lubrication and
mould cooling in order to effect clean separation
of the mould at high withdrawal speeds, at times
causes surface defects and corner cracks. Longitudinal
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cracks may also be experienced due to the
ferrostatie pressure inside the ingot. The surface
quality varies with the type of metal cast, and to
it lesser extent with the casting speed.
The very rapid cooling rates required tend to
give a coarse crystalline structure , and at times to
entrap non-metallic inclusions . These call lie tuini-
mised by proper design to tuntlislr utilising high
quality refractories . The inclusion counts of both
conventional and con -cast ingots are similar except
that in the latter the inclusions are more evenly
distributed.
The high ferrostat,ic pressure of the liquid metal
in the ingot column and the rapid cooling rate
prevent the formation of gas bubbles . This prevents
central porosity. The meel . anic•al proportions of con-
ca.st ingots are equivalent , and in some cases
slightly better , than conventional ingots.
While special precaution s are requited to ensure
good product quality , the existing plants report
that the surface and internal characteristics of con-
cast ingots are normally very satisfactory. At the
Cail plant (France ) 3,' probably the largest con-cast
plant in Europe outside Russia , con-east ingots are
reported to have more favourable grain size, more
even distribution of segregations , and more homo-
geneous chemical composition . The application of a
circular magnetic field at the top of the mould
has been tried to give a more compact ingot core.
Surface quality is excellent and no preparation is
required before delivery to the rolling mill.
The Atlas plant (Canada ;' which has successfully
cast 35-ton heats in a single strand machine, reports
good cleanliness in con - east steels with neglig ible
central porosity and evenly distributed inclusions.
With austenitic stainless steels , minute gas holes below
the surface were at times encountered , requiring
additional grinding. Satisfactory quality has also
been reported at the Russian plants2 .'4 and other
installat i' rtts.
Yield
The yield (liquid steel to billet or slab) in the
continuous casting process may be 94 to 97%. The
losses are about 2.O% in ladle and tundish skulls,
l•0`;o in flame cutting, and top and bottom discards of
0-5 to 1-0 metre per strand amounting to I to 3%
(depending on cross-section). The yield of semi-finished
product for light section (75 nun sq., 100 mm sq.)
is expected to be about 97% and for heavier sections
(600 x 165 nml) about 94°'.
In conventional casting rneth.ods, there is a pit
loss of about 2% (more if bottom pouring is adopted)
plus a top and bottom discard in rolling for each
ingot amounting to about 15 to 20% for killed steel.
Further, there is an oxidation loss in the soaking pit
of about 2°(',. This gives an yield ;liquid steel to slab)
of about till to 350/x,.
The yield of liquid steel to semi-finished product
may be 10 to 15% higher by continuous casting than
by conventional methods.
Operating cost
In the opinion of" operators at ('ail (France)3 conti-
nuous casting cost per torn ingot is of tlle same order
as the cost by conventional ingot casting (excluding
mould cost which for continuous casting is only one-
tenth as nruclr as coovcntiou<tl ingot moulds).
However, when. the cost of processing through the
primary mill is added the overall cost of the serni-
Iinished prod tat by continuous casting is considerably
lower. lrndc•r some conditions. such as manufacture
of high-cost steels, the objective may be to eliminate
the pouring-pit costs and continue to process the ingot
through thw primary mills.
Thu difl'erenee in operating cost between continuous
casting and conventional process tends to increase
as the annual output decreases. According to the
cost study of hvpothetica] plants in Latin Americas
the operating post (excluding interest and depreciation
charges) by continuous casting have been estimated
at about 17.S. $ 3 per ton of ingot. '1'o this must be
added the fixed charges of U.S. $ 1.58 to U.S. $ 0'62
for plant, of 5u,0u0 tons and 320.4100 tons per year
respectively. For comparison,' the operating cost
per ton by conventional blooming mill were reported
to be about firth times as much for capacities tinder
200,000 tons/Year. Under U.S. conditions, operating
costs were revised upwards to about U.S. $ 7 per ton
(including fixed charges)"
Capital cost
;H(rton and Savages have estinutted investment cost
of it ec)ntinuous eating plant fnr Latin :America to
range from about U.S. $ 12 per ton for annual output
of 80,000 tons to about U.S. S 7 fnr output of 300,000
tons. Cost of eouvcntirnral foci lilies has been reported
at t'.S. $ 50 per ton for it 80.0011-ton plant and U.S.
$ 30 per ton for a 300,000-ton plant. According to
Russian experience2 the cost of conventional facilities
is about double that of a continuous casting plant.
The prelimina.rv estimate in this study of a 50,000-
ton per Year plant under Indian conditions indicates
that capital cost of conventional plant would be about
more than continuous casting,
Other possible advantages
Apart from the above major considerations, there
may be other advantages such as less plant area
required, which is significant when space is restricted
lower processing time which reduces in-process inven-
torv : less arduous conditions for labour.
'fhe disadvantage of the continuous casting process
is that it is still in the development stage and depen-
dable operations have yet to be attained in most
installations, The casting of large tonnages requires
complicated multi-strand machines which have not
vet been developed. While the broad outlines of many
of the existing plants have been reported '- -5- 8-17, 27, 28,
tlne technical details of operation are seldom
discussed.
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The commercial profitability of the process is yet
to be established. Many of the existing plants run
intermittently. Casting failures are due to a variety
of causes such as leaking stoppers and nozzles, inade-
quate or excessive metal temperatures, run-outs due
to mechanical failures, failure of cutting or discharge
equipment. However, the fundamental work that
has been done", 18-25 and the success of the basic pilot
plant operations encourage the expectation of wider
application for this process.
Special significance for India
Apart from the general advantages, the continuous
casting process has a special significance for India.
1. Dispersal of small steel-making units : The con-
cast process is well suited for small tonnage plants
from 50,000 to 500,000 tons per year capacity. This
development enables the installation of small steel
plants in various parts of India. This will also
minimise freight charges on finished product distribu-
tion and help to decentralise a strategic industry.
Continuous casting is well suited for production of
alloy steels and should be considered for the proposed
alloy steel industry.
2. Simplicity of equipment manufacture : Compared
to ingot stripping, soaking and blooming equipment,
a continuous casting plant is essentially simple in
design, and the bulk of the equipment required can
be readily fabricated in the country. The foreign
exchange component for a new installation would
therefore be small.
As India does not have plants for the manufacture
of heavy blooming mill equipment, there is likely to
be less resistance to the introduction of new processes
requiring new equipment.
3. Utilisation of existing capacity : India has a
large re-rolling mill industry (estimated capacity 1.5
million tons per year on two shift basis) -which is
chronically short of its raw material. Continuous
casting plants, in conjunction with electric steelmaking
furnaces, can be set up in scrap-producing centres,
such as Kanpur and Calcutta to supply billets for
rolling to light and special sections utilising existing
re-rolling facilities. The comparatively small invest-
ment required should enable three or four re-rollers
to set up a con-cast plant of say 200,000 tons per
year capacity on a co-operative basis. The billet
production cost may well be lower than the cost of
billets supplied by one of the large integrated steel
plants after freight, etc. have been allowed.
Alternatively, if a steel foundry attached to an
automobile or equipment manufacturing plant has
surplus steel-making capacity, this can be utilised
by installation of a con-cast plant to convert excess
steel to saleable billets.
4. Lower capital investment : India has abundant
raw materials for a large steel industry, but the
financing of new installations is likely to put a severe
strain on the economy. Under these circumstances
new processes requiring less investment than conven-
tional processes have a special significance. For
instance, with further developments in the technology
of new processes, the combination of small blast
furnaces for iron-making, oxygen converters for steel-
making, and continuous casting machines in lieu of
primary rolling, could reduce the cost of a medium-
size installation (200,000-500,000 tons per year) to
about 50 to 60% of the cost of a conventional blast
furnace, open-hearth and primary mills plant. This
means that for the equivalent investment, almost
twice as much steelmaking capacity could be installed.
Continuous casting processes
Essentially, the sequence of operations in the various
con-cast processes are similar-the main difference
is in the design and functioning of the mould.
The con-cast machine is normally vertical, although
inclined units have been tried in Russia. The mould
may be stationary or moving, and the ingot withdrawal
may be continuous or intermittent. In conventional
teeaning/stripping methods, the ingot is allowed to
solidify sufficiently for one or two hours before being
stripped from the mould. However, the continuously
cast ingot must be stripped from the mould face at
regular intervals within a few seconds after solidi-
fication starts. The skin has low strength, and has
not yet shrunk significantly from the mould. The
frictional force created tends to rupture the weak
skin. Measurement of friction between ingot and
various mould surfaces (polished brass, chromium or
lead plated brass) showed lowest friction with a
polished brass mould23.
In order to avoid rupture of the ingot skin, the
Junglian's process uses a reciprocating mould. The
mould moves down at the same speed as the ingot
for about 20 mm to 52 min (at Barrow), then
returns to original position at thrice this speed.
There is no relative movement between mould and
ingot for three-fourths of the duration, thus giving
time for any rupture in the ingot skin to heal.
For higher casting speeds, the "healing" time required,
and consequently the mould stroke, are larger. At
Barrow a mould stroke of 52 mm for speeds of
7 in/min (50 mm sq. ingot) and stroke of 20 inm
for speeds of 2-5 m/min (150 x 50 min slabs) are used.
The above speeds and stroke lengths indicate that
for plain carbon steels the time required for healing
of a skin rupture is about 0.5 second.
The Babcook and Wilcox method of withdrawing
the ingot intermittently from a stationary mould
achieves the same purpose as the Junghan's system.
Here also, for short periods there is no relative
movement between ingot and mould. This gives
time for any rupture of the ingot skin to heal.
The BISHA mould is mounted on springs in
telescopic pillars. The mould tube (480 mm long)
is made of copper surrounded by a water jacket.
When the friction between ingot skin and mould
increases, the mould moves vertically down on the
springs for a short distance (max. 50 min). By this
time the ingot skin has chilled and shrunk away
from the mould, releasing it to its normal position.
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Rupture of the newly formed skin due to friction
is thus avoided. The spring; for mounting must be
chosen so that its restoring force dares not exceed
the breaking strength of the ingot skin, for different
ingot sizes and types.
The Bolder process at Kapfcaborg and Breiten-
fcld in Austria adopted a well-lubricated s.tationary*
mould with lateral flexibility. The ('. A.I".L. Process
at linicux and Imphy uses a vibrating mould. Tile
Goldobin machine in Russia =0 is an example of
an inclined unit- This consists of two S m long
conveyors, running parallel to each other, at inclination
of 111°o to the horizontal. Each conveyor carries
cast-iron tuoulds which, when meshed, give a 150 nun
square section. The conveyor speed is reported to
be about 75 nmm per see and a east of 10 tons
is made in one operation. At the discharge-end the
ingots are spray-cooled and bent to a horizontal.
The uneven movement of the moulds and tire larger
Meniscus in the mould have an adverse effect on
ingot quality.
In another type of inclined machine at the (sorki
plant, the mould is stat.onary and the ingot is
withdrawn periodically so that the metal level rises
and falls. However, the formation and breaking-up
of an oxidised crust on the nieniseus contaminates
the ingot. The periodic rise and fall of metal
prevent break-out due to spot-welds between ingot
and moulds.
Factors affecting plant design
The design of the pouring facilities, treat exchange
system, withdrawal speeds, cutting and discharge
equipment for a continuous casting plant depend
upon the type and quantity of steel delivered by
the nreltshop and the section, length and output
of ingots required. Recent experience has pointed
out the feasibility of designing for both-high cast-
ing speeds and multiple strands.
Structure and equipment
A vertical casting installation normally consists
of a free-standing steel structure having five or
more floors with a total height in excess of about
15 in (up to bottom of ladle). The installation may
be above or below ground level. In most cases,
it is partly above and partly below ground, depend-
ing on environment and circumstances. Salient
characteristics of ten cxisting installations are
given in Table I. '1'lie main plant features are as
follows :
Top (Fifth) floor
(i)
(ii)
Bottom- pour or tea-pot type ladle to deliver
liquid steel to the con-cast machine.
Refractory- lined tundish to distribute the
metal. The tundish is pre-heated (about 000
to 1,500 °C) and also continually heated dur-
ing the cast. Protective gas atmosphere
mad- he used to avoid oxidation.
(iii) ho l low caliper tuould of' reciprocating, Spring-
mounted (Jr other deign . Proc ision in the
mould for water coolin( ; aril lutu•icati(1n.
( i v) Unruuoy rod in mould to start the cast.
( a•) Control c abin to regulate the operation.
(+i) ^rraug^etucnt for cmergc ' n } ladle in case of
running ladle stopl :er or tundish nozzle, etc.
Fourth Floor
(vvii) (^ui (1e rolls we ith spray cooling charuber• for
heat removal.
(viii) Machinery for reciprocating mould. if' required.
Third Floor
(ix) Withclrawal rolls to remove ingot from
mould. These roll, nary also be reversible
ill order to set-lilt the dunnuy rods.
(x) Hoists to raise and lower the starter rods
or ingot.
Second Floor
(xi) Oxy-acetylene burner to cut the ingot while
ill do%%award motion. The burner is
synchronised to move with ingot for a short
distance while cutting, and then return to
original position at faster speed. Exhaust
SN stem for removing gas-cutting fumes.
(xii) At this platform a second control cabin
may be necessary.
First (Pit) Floor
(.riii.) Discharge cradle and rarrvevor system to
remove ingot..
Other intermediate floors may he provided for
the purpose of structural strength. A ladder for
access to each floor, and it freight lift (for larger
plants) are required. On the ground floor provision
is required for preparation and storage of moulds,
tuudislies and dunmty rods.
The liquid metal may be transferred to the casting
platform l)y (1) the furnace tapping crane, if the
con-cast machine is in the pit bay, (3) it high
level crane, if the machine is in a tower in line
with the pit, (3) by a ladle car, if the machine
is wholly below ground level. In one of the existing
installat10115, the Metal is carried to the top of the
tower by a skill arrangement. while in another the
electric inciting furnace is itself located at the high
level of the casting floor. The majority of installa-
tions use bottom-pour ladles as it avoids specially
designed tilting equipment, pre-heating of ladle top,
and delivers cleaner steel.
The distance required between the fifth and third
floors depends largely on the speed of casting and
ingot section (s(.c below). 'The distance between the
pit and third floor depends on the required length of
the cut ingot. In order to utilise maximum casting
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Important features of some existing continuous casting plants
Location
Company
I. Process
2. Number of Strands
3- Ladle-Capacity
(Ions-approx)
4. Ladle
5. Ladle-Preheat
(Temp.- approx)
6. Time for emptying
ladle (mitts :approx)
7 Mould
8 Lubricant
tooling water for
mould (GPM)
Barrow Welland Dui,berg- Term Denain Unieux Sheffield Sheffield Moscow Gorkil
(England ) (Canada ) Huckingen ( Italy) (France ) ( France) (England ) ( England ) ( U.S.S.R .) ( U.S.S.R.)
(Germany)
Barrow Atlas Mannesman- Terni Coil Steel C.A.F.L. Wm. Jessup BISRA La- Nova Tula Krasnoe
Steel Steel Hutten- Societe Plant & Sons boratory Plant Sormovo
Wotks wcrkcn Plant
Rossi- Rossi - lunghans Junghans Junghans C.A.F.L. BISRA BISRA TsNIICHM TsNIICHM
lunghans - Junghans
2 I 4 8 4 l or 2 1 1 1 2
71 35 35 60 35 Furnace 11 1 10 50
413T) dircct-
1s Jour,
Ihn, tunJi.li
Lip-pour Bottom pour Bottum pour Bottom pour Lip-pour
(Tea pot type)
Bottom pour Bottom pour Bottom pour Bottum pour
154u-C 760'C N. A. N.A. 950 1C N.A. 900 `C 900`C N.A. N.A.
60 50 30 50 45 50 45
800 mm 500 mm
length, length ,
Recipro- Recipro-
caring coring
Rapeseed oil
120-160 Varies up-
to 250
10 Type of Steel Plain Stainless
Cast
11 Sections Cast
(mm.)
carbon and alloy
& alloy steels
steel,
(SiMn &
high 'S')
50 mm. sq. 155 mm, sq .
75 mm. sq. 600 x 170 mm .
15000 mm. 375 x 175 mm.
12. Corresponding 550tmnr ` rnin. 1325mm . lmin.
Ca,tine speed 350)) 1250 ,- „
(nun, nnin ) 2161U „ ,- 1250
13. Mac. length of 9 to S m
cut 'ingot' (metres)
14. Height of 9.t1 in 9 5 m
installation Ingot bent
(metres ) horizontal
before cut
N. A.=-Not Available.
25 25 30
975 mm Recipro- 1000 mm 700 mm 475 mm 47S mgt 1700 into 1700 mm
length , ceiling length , Be- length , length , length, length, length,
Recipro- Cu-mould ciprocating Vibrating Sprirg sus - Spring Sus- Oscillating Stationary
eating pension pension
Oil Oil ()J luhriu- N.A Rapeseed Vegetable Molten N.A.
,,m found oil or water oil paraffin
u n,nllahlc
N. A. 33 per 132-240 N.A. 150.250 250 800 800
strand per strand
Tube steels Carbon & Mild. alloy Low alloy Stainless Carton , low Mild steel, Mild steels
alloy steels & siicon stainless & ( 16-4) & alloy & 14%
steels high speed high speed Cr. steels
steels steels
1(18-0- )
1000mm . round 110 rim. sq. 2411 mm. sq. 350 x 50 ntnt. 100 mm sq. 100 mm . sq. 150 x 500 mrn- 175 x 420 mm.
300 140 mm. sq. 75 nun. round 75 mm, sq.
200 6Us75mnt oval 220 x45 mm.
100mm . lmin. 2500 ntm.1min. 575 mmlmin 5 00mm. Imin. 375 mm . Imin. 1100 mmlmin . 800mmlmin . 850 mmlmin.
350 2500 ,500 „ 1600 ,. .,
325 .. .. 500 1900 .. .,
4 m 3 in 1.6 into N.A. L2 to 7 at N .A. N.A.
suit furnace
16.5 m int. 19 ,0 incl. 17 in from 10.0 m incl . 11.5 m incl. 10.5 in incl . 22 in incl. 16.8 m incl.
6.0 m depth 4.8 to depth casting floor 6 in depth 4.0 to depth 3 in depth 19 m depth 12 at depth
of pit or pit of pit of pit of pit of pit of pit
speeds and yet keep the structure at a reasonable
height, the ingot may be bent to a horizontal position
soon after solidification, instead of cutting to required
length during its vertical descent.
Effect of costing speed and rate
of heat removal
The most important
of a continuous casting
at which the ingot can
in(; speed reduces the
1111t c'l lllle .111 11 also has a
of the ingot
is limitr^tl b^'
or lisslll-('s ill
factor affecting the design
plant is the maximum rate
be withdrawn. A low cast-
capacity of the casting
bad effect on the quality
surface. Use of high casting speeds
formation of cracks at billet corners
the core. Further, there is the risk
of break-out in case the ingot skin has not reached
a sufficient thickness and danger of run-out in
case the ingot has not solidified through its entire
cross-section at the cut -off point.
The speed of ingot withdra w al therefore affects
(1) design of mould and the number of strands
required ( 2) lubrication system (3) primary and
secondary cooling, and ( 4) distance between mould
and highest position of cut-off torch.
The depth of the liquid phase in the continuously
cast ingot and the thickness of the ingot skin as
it emerges, from the mould depend largely on the
rate at which heat is removed from the ingot.
In a series of experimental casts two years ago by
Inland Steel" on rimmed , killed and semi - killed
low-carbon steels, the typical conditions for an
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aluminium-killed heat were as follows
Section ... 24x.51' iii
Casting speed ... 40.8 in per min
(1,280 lb steel per min)
Cooling water-- mould ... 245 (J'\1
-sprays ... 065 GPM
Heat rornoval by--mould ... 41,800 BTU/min
-sprays ... 385,000
Total 426,S00 BTU/min
It was found that the rate of heat removal at
the mould was mainly dependent on the casting rate,
with heat removal of abort :30,0110 BTU/min for
casting rate of 800 lb/ruin, increasing to about
48,000 BTU/nlin at casting rate of 1,600 1b/ruin.
The calculated skin thickness of the emerging ingot
decreased as the casting speed increased (thickness
of about 0-48 in at casting rate of 800 lb/nlin to
thickness of about 0.37 in at 1,600 lb/min). It
was surmised from the investigation that best quality
conditions were attained at speed under 1,400 lb/min
(which corresponds to about :36 in/nlin for a 24x61,1
in slab). The continuous casting process was not
adopted by Inland Steel because the above speed
limitation could not provide the large tonnage of
slabs required using single-strand machines. Since
then, the use of multi-strand units has developed
to it point where it is possible to plan large tonnage
con-cast plants.
In Russia21,2 there has been considerable research
work on the depth of the liquid phase and the
solidification boundary of a continuously cast ingot.
At Novo Tula two investigation methods have been
used :
(i) Temperature measurement at the core of the
solidifying ingot. A plot of temperatures
shows a "kink" in the curve indicating the
completion of crystallisation. For a 150 nlnl
square ingot, the crystallisation time was (1 nlin
and does not depend on speed of casting.
Thus the depth of liquid phase (in metres)
for this section is given by L=6 V, where
V is the casting speed ( nt/rain).
(ii) Introduction of P32 isotope at 5 points along
the central axis of the solidifying ingot.
Contact radiograms cf longitudinal and cross-
sections of the ingot showed the boundary
between solid and li:luid phases at the time
of isotope insertion. This method has also
been investigated at the Boller plant, Iiaipfen.
berg2'
Using a 150 mm sq. mould in the Turin experi-
ments, with casting speed of 315 mm/min the
depth of liquid phase was found to be 1,900 mm
and with a casting speed of 7110 rim/min the required
depth was 4,160 nun. 'T'hese liquid depths are in
agreement with those calculated by formula L=6 V.
The casting speed attained at Barrow of about 7 m/nlnl
for a 50 mm sq. ingot indicates that for this section
the crystallisation time is only about 1 0 nlin, and
the depth of liquid phrase L, equals V.
Further, experiments were made with isotopes to
determine skin thickness, which as discussed earlier,
affects the casting speed. For an ingot 150 x 4S5 mum
cast at a speed of 700 tnnl/mira the skin thickness
was found to be 4:3 alit on wide face and 34 nlni
on narrow face. 'I'bis thickness was sufficient to
prevent any break-out.
Heat balance of ingots ( 150x,5()0 ruin) showed that
when casting speed increased front 5ot ► to 8(M) nlrn/min,
total heat extracted front ingot increased from 308
to 333 cal/sec in the mould and From 442 to 555
calfsec by secondary cooling. At the hewer speed,
heat removed by mould and secondatry cooling was
50% of total heat, but usith faster speed heat
removed was only 30% (in each ease balance of heat
loss was by air cooling). Water consumption for
secondary cooling of more than ti litresikgna did
not improve heat extraction.
Casting speeds in existing plant
Coming to commercial applic;ttiou, casting speeds
given ill Tattle I are found to be operating satis-
faetorily. Projecting the result,, of the investigation
by Jaieks et a121 a casting rate of 1 - 3 in per min
(120 tons per hour) for it 1,200, < 1 65 mill slab has
been assumed to be feasible by Skelley and Easton'.
The casting speed at Barrow of 5-7 m/min for
50 mil billet (relax. speed attained 14 nl/ruin) is
well in excess of the prevalent practice. With
improvement in technology it should be possible to
attain high casting rates over it variety of casting
conditions.
On the basis of an evaluation of casting rates
in satisfactory operation today and anticipated
technological advances, casting rates of up too 4-5 nt,'min
for light sections (50 nun sq.) and 1.0 rnitnin for
large slabs (1,000 165 nail) are considered feasible.
'fable II _,fives the casting rate for various billets
and slabs, the time and n m ini er of strands required
to cast heats of 10 tons, 40 torts, $0 tons, and
240 tons.
With all other conditions remntining constant (type
of steel, ingot shape, machine design, pouring tenl-
peratttres, etc.) the rate of casting (tons/hr) varies
linearly with the area of the section cast (Fig. 1).
If the optimum casting rate for a particular section
is exceeded, the quality suffers and there is danger
of break-outs. On the other hand, at low casting
rates there is the pr•oblein of cold-shuts and un-
eeonoutic outputs.
Duration of casting
Existing conditions of tundish refractories and
drop of metal temperatures during casting place a
limitation on the lnr•ation of the cast. Skelley
and N::tstont have assumed one-hour casting and
30-40 min set-up time as a basis for design of
a con-east plant. Other workers have preferred
cycles varying froth one-hour cast and one-lour set-up
to a 20-40 min cast, 5 min set-up. At Cail, on a
commercial basis, they are casting for 45 minutes
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with a 15 minutes down-tinge, while at Barrow casts
of 2 hours have been made with a 7l-ton ladle in
slow-running trials.
The number of strands required to cast different
ladle tonnages is given in Fig. 2 on the basis of a
casting time slot exceeding 60 minutes.
^o •0 SO
INGOT AREA IN 5 OUSANO 50. MM.
Machine availability
Casting tinge of about 60 minutes with 20 minutes
for clearing and setting up the machine gives a
machine availability of 75°,x. However, this does
not take into consideration the problem of synchronis-
ing the tapping of steelmaking unit with a readiness
of the machine to start casting. This would depend
upon the ntunber of furnaces and the regularity of
tapping. Even with balanced steelmaking and casting
facilities, it would be reasonable to assume a waiting
time after machine set-up of about 15 to 30 minutes.
This would reduce the overall machine availability
to about 55%. This figure would be higher for an
oxygen converter or electric steel-furnace shop, lower
for an open hearth shop.
Fig. I. For the design of large continuous casting plants
Optimum casting range for varying ingot section ( Plain carbon steels ) it is essential that. the machine cast for as long a
TABLE II
Number of strands and casting time required for various sections and ladle tonnages
BON(PLAIN CAR STEELS)
Metal Delivered Per Cast
Casting
'Ingot'
Section
Casting
Velocity
rate
per 10 Tons 40 Tons 80 Tons 240 Tons(mm) (Metres per
min)
strand
(Tons per hr)
No. of
strands
regd.
Casting
time
(Mins)
No. of
strands
regd.
Casting
time
(M ins)
No. of
strands
regd.
Casting
time
(Mins)
No. of
strands
regd.
Casting
time
(Mind
Sguuee
SO x 50 4.50 5.05 2 59 8 59
75 x 75 3.00 7.60 2 40 8 40
100 x 100 2.30 10.35 58 4 58 8 53
150 x 150 1.70 17.20 35 3 47 5 56 14 60
200 x 200 1.50 27.00 2 44 3 59 10 53
Slabs
200 x 75 2.00 13.50 45 4 45 6 60 18 60
400 x 75 1.50 20.30 30 2 60 4 60 12 60
600 x 165 1.25 '55.60 43 2 43 5 52
1000 x 165 1.00 74.00 32 2 32 4 49
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rluratiott as possible with the Illiniuuun possi:le doNt'ii-
tinte. This requires the use of au intermediate holding
fut•nac--e, superior refractories and a , Itanically
reliable con-east ntac•hirae . It is iikel- -hat future
Continuous casting pl:ults Cali operate :i drifts per day.
7 days a week, with nutchine availability approaching
75-8.5",,. Ill the non-ferrous ti(-Ill, roll-cast machines
operate at availalilities of 9111°, and over.
Size of con-cost plants
'I'Ire daily and annual proiluc •tiorts to be expected
at 5u°;, and
in Table 111.
SO"" machine
TABLE
availabilities
I l l
are given
(:o7t-cyst machine out p ut at a9 /0 and SO` ut ilisul ion
Sutl.ihle Tojir• Vapaciry
Gi So°n achin. :} 60 .:hive
ulili.almn ntililalnrrn
Tnm pet 'pant per -Tom per l00• me S ..,k
da. year12) Jay , url!l r n
.ICh'e
'0 a 50 ,, 60 18.000 96 :6.600 18
Ilk,, 100mm 10 1261 96.000 9! !7,1.00 9 26
2011x 200 rem l 27 5!4 97,200 516 135.4011 24 1011
21111 73 mel 12 136 40.P00 250 ''100 I' 47
600 x 163 mm l 35 660 198.0011 010 i" 35 2:61
1000 16, mm ^ 74 666
_- -
266.400 1420 '. 1,111111 66
I I) From T.hIn '
I!I Thr<r ,1.01 . Ix:an .. n. Inn dx., per Sear
Obviously with multi-strand m ac•hiues, the annual
plant outputs would be higher. Assuming that two
four-strand machines coustitntc a feasible initial size
for a continuous casting installation, a plant of about
one million tons/year capaci,,y eastlug huge slabs is
possible. A production of 411,000 to 50,1)00 tons/year
is considered the minimum economic tonnage for a
con-cast plant. It is the experience of the Atlas plants
that with output of 6,4)00 tons/yeta• 15-S stainless
steel, the casting cost is twice that With output of
30,000 tons; year.
Type of steel and size of ingot tastable
A large variety of steels from low carbon to high
alloy. are Continuously Castahle. in square, slab and
roorld sections . The process is specially suitable for
casting of special steel such as stainless steels, high
speed steels, spring and free cutting steels. Plain
Carbon steels--both killed and rimming, are also cast
successfully but present slightly greater difficulties
due to their high freezing temperatures and lot, hot-
strength.
Most of the work on continuous casting has been
clone on killed steels. Castings of rimming steels2A
requires slightly lower speeds, lar•lc quantities of
water for secondary cooling, and rigid control (ill final
deoxidation. Rimming steels-with their advantages
of higher yields, better surf.ne duality and saving in
cost. of deoxidising additions, constitute the bulk of
low carbon hot and cold rolled sheets for pressed
applicacrr.,u". Therefore coat inu .,us casting of rimming
steel must be deceluped iii v. der that this process
Ill IV have • "^'lanrr FL ill)p iIatilln.
,('ontiuuolr; e; of 11 ingot sections (say,
l.telo\\ _150 R :. 4 ins ur . f,lvl,rrrecf clue to low
out puts, dill in 11it rig the. hot metal
stresun ii Hall ingot., th1• necessity of' pro-
viding at le; L .1: 1 redur tioo of• ingot in order to
reuum.•e the cast structure. Ilov%(-vor , squares its small
as 51)i;5) ) mill have been east successfully at Iiarrov..
An interesting feature at Atlas ^teei- is that thin slab
sectiurts front the Con east plant a le fed directly to a
ticndzimir plcu1etarv mill %%ithout jilt erurediate pr•o-
cessirna . A t Atlas 1(ill nun square suetious are also
extr u ded directly into se;uule,^s tube.
The tendency is tom-ards casting medium and heavy
squares and slabs. These 11my then he processed ill
conyeuitional primary mills. The objec• tire here is to
secure Cost sayings in the ingot tl'Cming and stripping
operation , rather than in the forming ol,e.r•ation. Slabs
up to 5(10 nun trick are already - being east and it is
likely Mutt with experience, slabs of 1.2511 nun :-_ 200 mill
will be east in the near future . 'I'll(, range from
7))0 mm to 1 .2 51) mill will cover ti.(- bulk of slab widths
required for continuous strip mill operations,
The large. variety elf- slab widths required by a strip
mill poses the problem of all adjustable con-cast mould.
Alternat icely , moulds of Various sizes could be kept
and Changed rapidly. This Could be done at low-cost
auul \\-ith minimum down-time.
Although squares , rounds , rect ; augles and oval shapes
have been cast , relt ; ut«ular slabs have been shown
most satisfaetotrv results. Fr equivalent areas of
different, shapes, the castinr shell f1,r ;t slab is larger
due to the hanger su fa ce area available fu r• heat
dissipation.
Machine location and height
As mentioned e;u•lier, the height of the con-cast
machine is deterrnioc•d by the depth of liquid steel at
a given casting rate for a given section :and the desired
maxiuuuu length of ingot. For instance, an ingot
1)))) F; 1(1(1 rum dust at a speed of about 2 n(ntin would
require a length of about S in bet%veen the mould and
the highest position of cut-off torch in order that the
metal may have solidified through the entire cross-
section before ent-Off be•gios. To this must he added
the length for which the muit-off torch travels with
the ingot (say 3,5 ni), the length of the ingot desired
(say 3 m) and the ingot transfer equipment (say l-5 m).
Another- '? nt must be :tlloWed for the nunld and
tundish to give total machine hegllt of about 17 in to
the button of the ladle. 'rite he•iltht required would be
consideral,ly reduced if the ingot. could be bent c .,he
horizontal before cutting.
The operating floor area r,-('tired for a multi-strand
machine %,ould be about 15 in >' 20 in.
'Elie advantage of pit type Construction to secure
vertical lieigl., is that it would tit ill under c•onyen-
tiona,l pouring Crane facilities ;and would therefore
not require I.,lditional tall structural steehtork with
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a secondary ladle crane on a high runway. The
Stalino 4-strand plant , which will be completed in
Russia in March 1959, is housed in a -ioncrete
cylindrical pit of 25 in diameter and 22 in depth.
Under Indian conditions , where ground water table
is normally high during monsoon periods, the pit
ty pe installation poses construction problems in
overcoming the high hydrostatic pressures at depths
of 10 in and over , and providing a water - proof pit.
The casting machine can be located in the pour-
ing pit or in an extension in the same line as
the pouring pit (Figs. 2 and 4). This is a desir-
able arrangement as it eliminates intermediate ladle
transfer equipmenL thus delivering steel rapidly to
the casting machine and resulting in high machine
utilisation . Alternatively , the con-cast building may
be located in a bay adjacent to the pouring pit
and the metal transferred by a ladle cur (Fig. 3).
In all cases the design and layout of the unit
would depend upon environmental factors and the
specific ingot requirements.
Choice of steelmaking p rocess
The objective of further developments in con-
tinuous casting technology is, of course , to cast as
continuously as possible over long periods from
large ladle sizes through a holding furnace. Present
technological limitations regarding casting duration
favour a steelmaking process , lrich will cast small
heats at frequent intervals.
An oxygen converter shop casting heats of 30
to 70 tons in 40 minute cycles would tit this cate-
gory. The largest oxygen converters in operation
today produce over 70 tons per blow , for example
at Imjuiden in Holland , Yawata and - ippeu-
Kokan in Japan . Two such converters ( one opera-
tive, one stand - by) would produce about 700,000
tons per year . Fig. 4a indicates a possible arrange-
ment of an oxygen converter - cum-continuous casting
operation . In order to provide ample casting capa-
city to take care of disruptions in blowing schedules,
two four-strand casting machines are provided for
one operating converter . The con-cast plant is
under the normal pouring bay and is supplied
metal by the pouring crane . Provision for expan-
sion of steelmaking and casting is made in the
layout. The plant circulating scrap would be less
here than by conventional ingot teeming-blooming
and would be readily taken up by the converters.
Therefore no auxiliary melting capacity would be
requ ired.
The pneumatic processes such as oxygen con-
verter , Kaldo and Rotor , with their advantages of
laver capital and operating costs, could form an
effective combination with continuous casting_
Electric furnace steelmaking also offers the
possibility of making small and medium tonnages
at an interval of about 3 to 5 hours per cycle.
In this case one casting machine could handle the
product of two furnaces. However, in order to
have greater flexibility a machine per furnace may
be provided. The majority of existing con-cast
plants receive steel from electric furnaces.
IUuuler conditions of low po%.er e'.st and adequate
scrap availability, the electric furnace can produce
large tonnages of plain carbon steels competitively,
with plant costing only '50-70% as much as a
basic open hearth plant. However, in India with
acute power shortage and a low current rate of
scrap generation, only sinall electric furnace plants
of 50,000 to 100,000-ton capacity can be contemplated.
In Fig. 2 a plant of 50,000 tons per year capa-
city is visualised consisting of two 10-ton furnaces
with two single-strand con-cast machines. This
is based on a 3-hour tapping cycle, 900,' furnace
availability, to cast ingots of 63 x63 mm and over
in cut lengths of about 3 in. A pit type casting
machine is assumed to be accomm odated in an
existing pouring bay.
An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 3
wherein the metal is transferred by a ladle car
to the con-cast bay which is alongside the pit.
Here two larger electric furnaces of 20-tun capa-
city are assumed and the furnaces are elevated
to tap into a separate pouring bay as in a con-
ventional open hearth shop. The height, width, etc.
of the building allows for the installation of larger,
more efficient furnaces, if required in the future.
Two double-strand casting machines are provided.
The unit would east 100 nim to 200 mm squares
and slabs of 200 mm to 600 nim width. Based
on a 3-hour average furnace cycle, the shop would
produce 100,000 tons "ingots" per year. The capa-
city of the casting plant, at low machine utilisation
of 50% is about 50 on hr. of 200 mm sq. ingot.
Additional steel melting capacity could be handled
by the initial con-east machines.
The bulk of the world's steel production comes
from open-hearth furnaces, and therefore wide-
spread commercial application of continuous casting
will depend upon its integration with open-hearth
steelmaking. Under present conditions, the large
tonnages involved in modern open-hearth shops and
the long, somewhat unpredictable tapping schedules
present difficulties. However, the trend in Russia
indicates that an open-hearth shop with a series of
multi-strand casting machines is a workable proposi-
tion. In order to provide flexibility of operation
one multi-strand casting machine would be required
for about 4-5 furnaces.
Figure 4b shows a seven-furnace open-hearth
shop with two four-strand casting machines located
in the pouring bay. If the existing pouring hay
does not possess the necessary width or height the
eon-cast machine may he located at one end of
the bay under a new roof. Conventional ingot
moulds he required for the contingency that
the heat is not suitable for continuous casting, or
the con-cast machines are :nopora*.tive.. The four-
strand machine would cast 220-ton heats of
1.001) x 165 nrm slab in about 45 minutes, with 20
minutes for machine set-up. The two machines
he5ween them would have to take about 12 to 14
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heats per day , that is about one heat every 3.5 to
4.1) hours per machine . This would allow ample
margin of 2 .5 to 3.0 hours for any " bunchiug•' of
heats. In the study by Inland Steel on art existing
10-furnace opcii-hearth shall, the average waiting
time after machine set- up was estimated at about
colic hour.
The shop defined above would produce 1,000,000
torts per year . An additional open hearth could be
installed in future , without requiring any additional
con-east capacity.
Investment and Operating economics
To get an indication of the overall economics of
a con cast plant under Indian conditions, the
electric furnace installation shown in 2 to
produce 30,000 tons;'ycai' ir: compared with it. Con-
ventional system teeming; 1.50 x I50 ruin , 1.25 111
long, ingots from two 10-tarn furnaces . 'T'hese ingots
are subsequently cogged to 4i3 x 63 mill billets in a
5:10 x 1 . 950 nun 3-high roughing mill to produce
about 50,000 tons , ' Year.
The main equipment items required by the two
alternatives are listed below 1'l'able IV ) from the Point
that liquid steel is taken in hettoni /pour ladles to the
stage where the semi -linislted product is delivered
to a stock yard.
TABLE 1:V
Jifaix prlcrnt ib111 s f '. r•'' II ,,tional and
corn -c•a.,t ilt ;, tollrrtiU Cs
1. PLANT FOR CONVENTIONAL PROCESSING
A. Teeming facilities
(i) Pouring bay (2(1 111 115 m) with two 20 T
cranes, and teeming aarrangelnen.ts.
(ii) ingot nwulds, mould storage and preparation,
and ingot stripping, (Transfer to cogging
mill by rail)
B. Rolling mill facilities
(iii) Mill bay (20 in x 80 111) with 35/10 T crane.
(iv) Motor-room, roll-turning shop, etc. (121ll x
55rn).
(v) Ingot storage bay (20 iii-SO m), 10/5" T
crane and ingot heating furnace (20 m x
3 of inside).
3-high 550 mm 1,950 mm roughing mill
with 1,000 lr.p. motor reduction gear, pinion
tilting and roller tables, cooling bed, elec-
tricals, and accessories.
(vii) Billet storage yard.
If. PLANT FOR CONTINUOUS CASTING
(i) Smaller pouring bay (20m x70m) for emer-
gency teeming, two :'0 T cranes for casting.
{ ii) Area for con-cast machine (210m ,,,20m).
(iii) Casting, machine with moulds, controls,
water ;Ysteru, runout conveyors and acces-
sories.
(iv) Ingot woofing and stock yard (40mx15m)
with .5 'I' crane.
A preliminary rust estimate for the above alter-
native; is indicated below :
1. Preliminary capital cost estimate fcr conventional
processing to 30.000, T/yr billets
A. Teeming f(wilities
(i.) Pouring hay with t\%() 20 '1'
cranes and accessories ...
(ii) Ingot nloulels ... ...
(iii) (lontin^gern•res and crl!giuecrlrrg
Capital cost Rs.
10,1 i,tll)0
1,00,000
(0 15"„ 1,67,000
Total cost I,,, s. 12,8 2,1100
8. Rolling mill facilities
(i) Structures with foundations
(including„ ingot and product
storage vard) ... I 10,00,000
(ii) Ingot heating furnace ... 1,32,000
(iii) Equipment - electrical and
mechanical incl . ma imiteurir lice
shop. crams, etc. ... 15,63,000
(iv) Egraipnrcnt foundations .,. 1, 12,000
(r') Vtilit ies .., 1.411,000
(vii) Office .., 25,000
(iii) Spares (i' 10°,' ... 1.18,000
(viii) ('ontingcneies and engineering
@ 15^0
Total cost It;. 35 , 53,500
Total cost by conventional
process 13s. 48,35,500
It. Preliminary Capital cost estimate for continuous
casting to 50,000 Tjyr billets
Capital cost Rs,
(i.) Pouring; hay, con-cast bay
and product storage hay frith
two 20 'I' and one 5 T cranes 11,510,000
1:y11 ipment - electrical and
meehaisical , incl. con-cast
inacliine , steal frame, nuain-
tenartc•e shop, etc. ... ~,;:1,000
(iii) l1clniprncat foundations & pit 2,40,000
(ri') Utilities ... 1,20,000
(v) Office ... 25,000
(vi) Spares (u 10% 87,000
(vii) Contirigencus and engineering
C 1 5°0 3, /4,500
Total cost by continuous casting Its. 28,7I,500
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The above figure may be compared6 to the esti-
mated cost of U.S. $770,000 (Rs. 36.6 lakhs) for
an 80,000 tons/yr plant with one 4-strand con-cast
machine, A 4-strand machine built at Cail in 1955
in an existing shop is reported to have cost about
Rs. 10 lakhs. The single-strand machine at Atlas
Steel is reported to have cost about Rs. 8 lakhs, of
which the equipment amounting to 75 tons cost
about Rs. 2.5 lakhs.
It must be pointed out that both the roughing
mill and con-cast plants have ample (and almost
equivalent) spare capacity, so that the cost per
ton of future annual capacity would be lower in
both cases.
The cost above metal for teeming and rolling
in this plant is estimated as follows (Cost of
laddle repair, etc., is common for both alternatives
and is not considered below).
1. Preliminary cost above estimate for
conventional process
A. Teeming
Labour (Prodn., Supvr.
Ingot moulds
Misc. supplies
Fixed charges
lakhs
B. Rolling
and Maint.)
@ l0 a on
Labour ( Produ .. Supvr. and Maint.)
Power, water and other services
Fuel oil
Tools, lubricants
rolls
and supplies,
General plant expense ...
Fixed
lakhs
charges (q, 100/,, on
meld.
Rs. 35.53
Rs. Rs.
6-00
13.00
1.00
25.60 45.60
9-00
3.50
7.50
1150
1.60
71.00 104.10
Total cost above metal ... 149-70
(Say Rs. ... 150.00)
H. Preliminary cost above estimate for
continuous casting
Labour (Prodn., Supvr. and Maint.) ... 6.00
Power, water and other services ... 2-60
Fuel oil (for tundish heating) ... ... 1.00
Refractories ... ... 1.50
Moulds and Lubricants ... ... 2-00
Tools and supplies ... ... 3-00
Fixed charges (o. 10% on Rs. 28.71 lakhs ... 57-50
Total cost above metal Rs. .. 73-60
It is seen that excluding fixed charges the costs by
continuous casting and conventional teeming are of
the same order. However, when the higher fixed
charges and the primary rolling costs are added,
continuous casting shows a substantial advantage.
For both alternatives, the fixed charges are
heavy due to the small initial plant size and large
spare capacity. As plant size increases, the fixed
charges (and the total cost above) would decrease
rapidly. Furthermore, the wide margin between the
two costs would diminish with large tonnage operations.
The above preliminary analysis does not take
into consideration the savings as a result of better
yields of the con-cast process. This in turn would
require provision of 10 to 15% larger steelmaking
capacity for the conventional process.
The continuous casting process, by virtue of its
lower costs, higher yields, simplicity of plant design
and ability to produce small steel tonnages, merits
consideration for the large planned expansion of
India's future steel capacity.
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DISCUSSIONS
Mr. B. S. Sharma, Mysore Iron and Steel Works :
The subject of continuous casting is of considerable
interest to nte, as the process has been offered to
the works with which I ant associated. It was not
seriously taken up mainly due to the costs invohed.
It was once thought that continuous cast iirg was
applicable only to special quality steels where the
cost factor would be offset l,v the higher market
price. The adoption of continuous casting is defer-
red till sufficient data are available to establish that
the process can be economically taken up by small
producers. The author has himself stated that
there are at present 25 instr,llatious for the conti-
nuous casting of steel and only half the numbor
are in commercial operation. This means that only
about 12 are functioning on commercial basis and
most probably all these are on commercial trials
and have not yet established their works on sound
lines. It has been further slated that the cost per
ton of ingot is the same as that of the conven-
tional cast ingot except for inoitlds which are 90%
cheaper in case of continuous casting. While
estimating the economics of this process, we should
examine which items of costs have been taken
into consideration.
I would request Mr. Lalkaka to let us know if
the comnercial plants so far established are really
working oil sound commercial basis and also to tell
us which factors lie has considered while estimating
the cost of moulds.
Mr. R. D. Lalkaka. (Author, : I quite agree with
MIr. Sharma that the continuous Basting process
for steel cannot be said to have established itself
cotumercially yet ; and it would be correct to say
that the plants referred to are bring run on
`•conuuercial trial " rather that on cortinuous corn-
utereial operation . Most units rtiu intermittently,
and there arc uucuy nicelnu,ical problems to be
ironed out. For tack type of steel and section a
certain amount of developincut, work is required.
At the atlas Plant in Welland , Canada, the prose.
lure is to allocate part of the saving between
conventional and the continuous casting cost to a
'•developnterrt fund", because several million dollars
have already been spent on the process.
It will still probably take a few ' ears before
out can consider continuous casting for it full-
fledged commercial operation . This process has
important possibilities and within the next two to
three years ooe should hear a great deal more
about it. At the present stage %%e should seriously
consider installing a single - strvrd con-cast pilot
plant in India . timall blast furnaces , side blown
converters and continuous cmcsting units would form
a very economical combination for the installation
of small anti medium size plants of 50,000 to
500,000 tonsiyear capacity at different locations in India.
Regarding operating cost , a statement was made
in the paper that according to 0j)(T.Lt0rS at ("All,
con-cast unit ill France, teeming costs are of the
same order as for conventional method excluding
con-cast moulds which are c'onsider 'ably cheaper than
the conventiona l ingot moulds. We have considered
conventional processing in two parts : teeming
costs which are mainly labour, ingot ntoulcls , iniscel-
latteous supplies and fixed charges ; and togging
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cost from ingot to billet including labour, utilities,
fuel supplies and fixed charges. We estimate a
figure of about Rs. 150 by this conventional
processing. The operating cost by continuous
casting is almost half of this amount. These calcula-
tions are only indicative.
Dr. E. G. Ramachandran, N.M.L.: It has been stated
that a circular magnetic field is imposed when the
molten steel is cooled. I would like to know how
exactly steel at such a high temperature is affected
by the imposition of this magnetic field and the
mechanism of its action on the solidification of the
material. Is this step taken only for steels or is it
also true for any other material ?
Prof. C. Crussard, Director IRSID, France : The
magnetic field helps in so far as it sets up Eddy
currents and stirs the material. This effect is noticed
in any similar type of material.
Mr. Manohar Sing /a, B.H.U., Varanasi : I would
request some clarification on the technique used to
lubricate the walls of the moulds when these are
moving. I would also like to know if continuous
casting of high speed steels is carried out anywhere
in the world on an industrial scale, and if any special
techniques are employed.
Mr. R. D. Lalkuka (Author) : For moving moulds
the lubricant is added from the top ; in some cases,
there is provision in the wall of the mould itself
to introdimee the lubricant at the same time as the
metal is being cast. Rapeseed oil is commonly used.
With regard to the casting of high speed steels,
it is being done, for instance, at the Bolder Plant
in Austria, at Jessops in Sheffield, at Atlas in Canada,
at C.A. F. L. in France and perhaps elsewhere as well.
As stated earlier, each type of steel requires some
development work before proper casting conditions
can be established.
Mr. B. V. Somayajulu, N.M.L.: I would invite
the author's comments on the minimum section thick-
ness in continuous casting units. Can we cast sections
less than 2" and if so, what special precautions are
taken to avoid the rapid chilling of the casting. Is
it necessary to exert any pull on the casting while
it being drawn from the mould ?
Mr. R. D. Lrilkak-a (Author) : Sections below 2" are
not recommended. Except the Barrow plant, there
is no other unit casting down to 2" square. Normally
it would be 4" or above ; the trend is to cast medium
sizes and then process these through primay mills,
taking advantage of reduction in teeming cast, rather
than in primary rolling cost. In Russia, for example,
large slabs are being cast and then processed through
primary mills.
Regarding the second question, no pressure is
needed on the -`ingots" while it is drawn from the
mould. A "dummy bar" is inserted to start the cast,
and once the metal fills up to the top of the mould
the bar is withdrawn mechanically. The bar is then
detached and the ingot may move down by gravity.
The ingot must descend at a controlled speed. No
excessive downward force should be exerted as this
would rupture the ingot skin.
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No other ditcher equals the new 702-A for electrical, plumbing and
excavating contractors , railroads, utilities, telephone companies,
and government bodies . Write for literature.
Easier operation , reduced maintenance,
greater maneuverability...
New Barber-Greene 702-A Ditcher
New cost and performance records for
underground placement of gas, water,
electric and telephone services , sprin-
kler systems , and all other work requir-
ing narrow trenches were set by the
Barber -Greene Model 702 Ditcher. The
new Model 702-A offers even faster,
more economical digging.
Maintenance costs are reduced by new
special headshaft bearings , new boom
support bearings , new large - radius foot
end, and optional foot sprocket. New
positive boom hoist lock.
Greater horsepower and new reduced
bucket line speed allow digging through
tougher materials . New hydraulic caster
hoist makes height adjustment easier,
more accurate. Optional dual wheels
allow machine to operate on unstable
bases. Optional electric starter.
The 300'/o more brake area and im-
proved lever action make steering easier,
more accurate . Optional follow-up
scraper assures clean trench . New bucket
line take-up readily accessible.
Faster towing with new tapered roller
wheel bearings and improved towing
hitch . Optional twin casters give better
stability and steering, and allow machine
to straddle trench.
Write for Information on the newest
ditcher in the fine of advanced design
see your
distributor
s>; t/act^s aAM&ee_
William Jacks F., Co. Ltd.
(incorporated in England . Liability of Members Limited)
CALCUTTA BOMBAY MADRAS
Sole Agents for
Barber- Greene Overseas, Inc. Aurora, Illinois, U.S.Q.
Barber -Greene Olding & Co. Ltd., Hatfield, Herts , England.
39.317.9
